
 

Webshop and PIM system run 
trouble-free with over a million 
products with an impressive speed on 
Arango DB databases. 
 
Key2Publish helps organizations improve the way they create, collect, manage, enrich and 
publish product information.  
 
One of Key2Publish clients is ITK diagnostics. ITK diagnostics bv has been in business for 
more than 25 years. Established in 1986 as an independent distributor of biological and 
biomedical reagents, culture media and equipment, They have grown to a highly valued 
supplier for research and diagnostic laboratories and a respected distribution partner for all 
our suppliers.  
 
ITK distinguish the following product groups: 
• Pathology  
• Cell Biology 
• Flow Cytometry 
• Microbiology 
• Molecular Biology 
• Molecular Diagnostics 
• Consumables & Miscellaneous 
 
ITK has a very extensive range with around 200,000 products, each product having a about 
100 attributes. The intention is that this range will be expanded to 1,000,000 products within 
a few years.  
 

  



 

The challenge 
 
Key2Publish was commissioned by ITK to develop a webshop and a PIM system. The 
products of the webshop are managed in and published from the PIM system. Besides the 
webshop management, PDF-productsheets have to be generated through database 
publishing and productfeed files can be exported from the PIM system.  
Considering the large assortment, where each product also contains another 100 attributes, 
no small challenge. 
 

Our solution 
We (Key2Publish) developed a webshop and a PIM system for ITK.  
Both the webshop and PIM system must run trouble-free with over a million products. 
 
 
How the webshop works: 
The webshop visitors can make use of an intelligent search and filter options. 
 
At ITK, for example, this can look like this: 
 
Starting with: 180.673 products/solutions. 

 
 
  



 

 
 
 
 
Entering a search text, the alternative "names" algorithm makes suggestions and in 
milliseconds the visitors find their way directly to the desired products. While typing 
suggestions are presented.  

 
 
In millions of seconds the first results are presented. 

 
 
 



 

By selecting the “Goat” as host,  in the filter menu on the left side of the screen, four 
solutions remain to choose from. 
 

 
 
 
If the desired product is selected, more information can be viewed.  If desired, the product 
can be placed in the shopping basket or a quote can be requested. 

  



 

Pim System: 
The PIM system is tailored to the heavy ITK data set, furthermore the users can use the 
many Key2Publish enterprise PIM standard functions. 
 

 
 
Product customization 
The PIM system contains various options for adjustment, enrichment, import, publication and 
management.  
 
Webshop import/export 
Besides webstore management of the internal Key2Publish webshop, which can consist of 
several separate shops(multistore), it is also possible import/export data from the PIM 
system in and to Magento, Prestashop and WooCommerce.  
 

 



 

 
 
PDF/InDesign database publishing 
The system has an advanced database publishing functionality, with which PDF and 
InDesign productsheets and catalogs are generated. These are suitable for displaying on the 
website, but they can also be printed in high resolution. 
 

 



 

 
File export. 
With this option csv and xml files are exported. The structure of such a file can be set as 
desired, so that it is immediately suitable for import in a external system. Like a  ERP system 
or for files suitable for upload to example Amazon and Google shopping.  
 
OCI-Interface: 
In the course of 2018, the system offers also the option to implement an OCI (open catalog 
interface). 
 
 
 

Our benefits: 
Arango DB turned out to be a very suitable database for this project. Which now ensures 
that, despite very the large dataset, the webshop and the PIM system developed by us, 
continue to work smoothly with an impressive speed.  
 
Thanks to the Arango DB Multi-model Database design, we are also very flexible when it 
comes to expanding the data structures. 
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